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ExEcutivE 
Summary  

operation come home (och) provides employment, life-skills, and educational 
programs for street-involved and at-risk youth in the ottawa area. The organization 
often serves as the first point of contact for youth to enter into various  
harm-reduction, treatment, and/or counselling programs.

The rogers achievement centre (rac) is an alternative school that operates  
in conjunction with the ottawa catholic School Board. Youth who enroll in the 
rogers achievement centre are street involved and have, for a variety of reasons, 
not performed well in the traditional academic school setting. many have  
mental-health, addictions, or learning issues, and each youth comes with  
a unique history and educational background.

The rogers achievement centre is a transitional education model designed  
to engage youth in non-traditional academic studies. group and one-on-one 
teaching sessions are used to assist och youth achieve their educational goals.  
in addition, youth are able to access other och programs and services. 

This evaluation looks at 230 youth who enrolled in rac in the 2011–2014 school 
years, as well as feedback from the youth and the rac caseworkers. This marks the 
first external review of the rogers achievement centre by measuredoutcome.org.

Some of the highlights from this evaluation include the following:

 individual academic credits were earned over the course of this evaluation.

 students graduated with diplomas or equivalencies.

 of all youth who enrolled in rac attended at least some classes.

 of youth who enrolled in rac did so on the recommendation of a friend.

 of students met their short-term educational goals.

 of students were on their way to meeting their long-term goals.

 of students participated in one or more workshops offered through rac.

 annual volunteer hours rose a total of 15% over the course of the evaluation.
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..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
1 “No Way Home.” The Fifth Estate, CBC (Toronto, ON, March 10, 2004).

Life on the street is transient, unstable, and dangerous. 
for 8,500 to 11,000 youth across canada,1 daily reality 
involves finding enough food to eat and a safe shelter  
to sleep in until the next day. These youth do not have 
the option of living in a viable home. abuse, addiction, 
and circumstance have left them with few alternatives 
other than living rough, using emergency shelters,  
or couch surfing. needs and goals become immediate 
and vital, and longer-term dreams and aspirations can 
easily fall away.

establishing a stable home, finishing high school,  
and gaining steady employment are common goals for 
young people accessing the services of och. operation 
come home offers front-line support programs that give 
at-risk and homeless youth the chance to participate  
in education, counselling, or stabilization opportunities. 

in addition to providing a number of employment and 
support programs for youth, och offers educational 
opportunities through the alternative school, the rogers 
achievement centre. established in 2006, rac operates 
in partnership with the Lester B. pearson high School and 
the ottawa catholic School Board, and supports around 
90 street-involved and at-risk youth per year between the 
ages of 16 and 25. 

at rac, an ontario board-certified teacher supports 
youth with their high school courses, ged preparation,  
co-op courses, and school registration. rac also  
provides social and literacy support staff who work  
with each student to set goals and provide help and 
guidance with a number of other programs, including 
addictions, mental health, life skills, and financial and 
language literacy.

measuredoutcome.org was asked to examine the 
following key factors:

	 • is the program benefitting youth by positively 
  influencing their participation and performance  
  in school?

 • do youth show positive development in attitudes  
  or behaviours around school and future goals?

	 • how many youth graduate or are referred  
  to other programs?

 • can a longer-term impact of the funds be tracked? 
  can any improvements be made to the program?

The following report explores the data and feedback 
from program participants collected over a three-
year period and looks at the impact of the rogers 
achievement centre on the lives of 230 students at 
operation come home.

What Is an Achievement Centre?
Achievement centres (also referred to as alternative or non-mainstream schools) are based 
in community organizations and provide an education option for youth who, for multiple 
and complex reasons, are not thriving in mainstream schools. Working in conjunction with 
local school boards, these centres offer more specific-needs services to youth. Such services 
might include flexibility around program hours; specific mental-health and addictions care 
support; individualized, goal-specific education plans; cultural or life-situation support and 
sensitivity; and a greater focus on life skills. Classes are typically smaller in size to allow for 
more one-on-one interactions between the instructors, the workers, and the students.

background
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information in this report represents data gathered 
over three years from 230 participating youth. in 
undertaking this evaluation, data and input from 
several different sources was collected and analyzed. 
These include: 

1. Student intake Survey

Students at rac participated in an intake survey that 
was completed at their time of entry into the program. 
all data, including demographic details and goal-
setting information, was gathered through the rac 
caseworker. Youth were identified by case numbers  
in order to maintain anonymity, and participation  
in the survey was voluntary. 

2. Student Exit Survey

rac caseworkers followed up with students who had 
attended classes at rac. Students were asked about 
their time at rac, as well as asked for any suggestions 
about how to improve the school. not all students 
who completed the intake survey were able to be 
reached or chose to participate in the exit survey.  
as with the entry survey, participation was voluntary, 
and responses were associated to their intake codes  
to ensure anonymity.

3. caseworker Survey 

in addition to keeping records of student academic 
accomplishments, caseworkers tracked non-academic 
milestones and achievements of youth in the program. 
They were asked to provide comments on each 
youth who registered, and note if there was anything 
extraordinary that the student accomplished in his  
or her time at the school.

4. case Studies

Several students offered to share their stories  
for this report in order to provide examples  
of program impact on youth.

mEthodology
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Participant Profile
all data in this section relates to the 230 participating 
students at the time of their original intake and  
enrolment at rac. 

gender

over the course of three years, there were 11%  
more males who enrolled in rac than females. 

age

och programs are open to youth between the ages  
of 16 and 25, and the enrolment in rac reflects the 
general age of service, with rac enrolment peaking  
at 17 year olds.

of the 61 youth who did not return after initial intake, 
18% (11 individuals) are still in touch with och staff.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
2 Over the three years of this evaluation, some students dropped out and re-enrolled multiple times in the RAC program. In order to accurately account  
 for individual students within the program, all data in this report reflect the initial enrolment of each student, except when looking at multiple enrolment  
 data and student development.

54% 
Attended
classes

19% 
Referred 
out

27% 
Did not return 
after intake

44% 
Female
(101)

56% 
Male
(129)

The rac program at och recorded 277 enrolments over 
the course of the three school years tracked in this report, 
from 2011 to 2014. of these enrolments, this evaluation 
tracks the paths and accomplishments of 230 unique 
students, 43 of whom enrolled two or more times  
during this three-year study.2

Enrolment vs. attendance
out of a sample of 226 youth, a majority of  
54% (122 youth) attended at least some classes.  
19% (43 youth) were referred out after their  
initial enrolment, while 27% (61 youth) did  
not return after intake. 

Status of youth Enrolled in rac

Summary  
of findingS

16 Years Old (27)

17 Years Old (48)

18 Years Old (40)

19 Years Old (40)

20 Years Old (23)

21 Years Old (19)

22 Years Old (14)

23-25
(23 [8], 24 [10], 25 [2])

10%

8%

6%

9%

12%

21%

17%

17%

0%  3%  6%  9%  12%  15%  18%  21%
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Place of origin

it is not surprising that a majority of students who enrol  
in rac are from the ottawa area and ontario, followed 
by Quebec. of note are the 4% of students who come 
from overseas, specifically from countries in africa.

 ontario* (189)

 Quebec (15)

 overseas** (10)

 new Brunswick (4)

 newfoundland (4)

 other (alberta [2], British columbia 
 [1], manitoba [1], nova Scotia [2], 
 nunavut [2], Saskatchewan [1])

* Ontario includes Ottawa (146),  
Toronto (7), and Kingston (5), and others.
** Overseas includes Africa (5),  
Bangladesh (1), Haiti (1), Italy (1),  
Jamaica (1), and Spain (1).

82%

6%

4%

2%

2%

4%

does the Student have a mental-health concern?

many youth at och are struggling with mental-health 
issues that often are barriers to moving forward with their 
education. och offers mental-health counselling to all 
youth who take part in programming, including rac. 

of the 230 youth who responded to the question,  
125 (54%) identified that they were dealing with  
mental-health issues.

of these same 230 youth, 32% (73) were seeking  
help for, and dealing with, addiction issues.

 depression (66)

 anxiety (18)

 Bipolar disorder (15)

 Schizophrenia (13)

 other* (13)

*Other includes borderline personality disorder, 
dissociative identity disorder, psychosis, PTSD,  
and suicidal ideation.

Not all youth cited a mental-health concern  
and some youth cited more than one concern. 
This chart reflects all concerns, noted by survey 
respondents

53%

14%

12%

10%

10%

Where is the Student currently living?

a majority of students at rac are living in unstable 
environments, and many have multiple places  
of residence. a majority of youth access shelters  
or are couch surfing, which highlights the temporary  
and unstable nature of their lives.

*Other includes living with boyfriend/girlfriend, 
living with parents of friends, or not stated.

Some youth cited more than one place  
of residence. This chart reflects all environments, 
identified by survey respondents.

Shelter (93)

 Couch Surfing (51)

 Temporary with Family (29)

 Apartment/House (22)

 Transitional Housing (22)

 Street Homeless (18)

 Subsidized Housing (7)

 No Fixed Address (6)

 Rooming House (3)

 Detox/Rehab (2)

 Other* (21)

0%  5%  10%  15%  20%  25%  30%  35%

34%

18%

10%

8%

8%

7%

3%

    2%

   1%

   1%

8%
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how did you hear about the rogers  
achievement centre?

Word of mouth is overwhelmingly the most likely source  
of referral for rac, as evidenced below. Trust is won 
slowly for street-involved youth, and friends and already-
trusted workers and och staff were the top referrers 
of rac to students.

 friend (105)

 och Staff (84)

 Social Worker (31)

 Shelter Staff (10)

 current/former Student (5)

 other* (11)

*Other includes shelter occupants, YSB staff, walk-in,  
probation officer, outreach worker, and previous  
graduates of RAC.

Not all youth responded to the question, and some youth 
cited more than one referral to RAC. This chart reflects all 
referrals, as noted by survey respondents.

it is interesting to note the low rate of referrals on the 
part of current participants and alumni. This is worth 
tracking over time, as these referrals should increase if the 
program is having a positive impact on these individuals.

43%

34%

13%

4%

2%

4%

Why did you choose rac?

Youth who choose to enrol in rac have had, for many 
reasons, trouble flourishing in a more traditional school 
setting. as noted above, participants are dealing  
with significant issues in their lives. it is, therefore,  
not surprising that flexibility, location, and a safe,  
trusted environment top the list of why youth  
choose to attend rac.

 flexible hours (51)

 Location (50)

 environment (47)

 Trusted referral (41)

 already an och client (38)

 Style of Learning (27)

 multiple Services available (5)

 Summer program (4)

 other (19)

18%

2%

18%

1%

17%

7%

15%

13%

10%

PErformancE  
in School
The rogers achievement centre offers youth the ability 
to complete high school diplomas, improve grades for 
courses already taken, as well as earn individual credits 
and equivalency diplomas. over the course of three  
years, 28 students achieved 75 individual credits,  
while 15 students received high school  
or equivalency diplomas.

in total, 122 youth who enrolled in rac took at least 
some classes. 

diploma graduates

*Ontario Secondary School Diploma
**Ontario High School Equivalency Certificate
***Ontario Secondary School Certificate

OSSD* 2 4 2 8

GED** 2 1 2 5
OSSC*** 0 2 0 2

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 TOTAL
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2011–14
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..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
3 Volunteer opportunities were provided to RAC students in partnership with multiple agencies, including Sage Youth, the Ottawa Catholic School Board,  
 iSisters, the Ottawa School of Art, the Landlord and Tenant Board, the Ministry of Labour, and Ottawa Police Services. 

credits achieved

in addition to full diplomas, students completed  
a total of 75.5 individual academic credits over  
the course of the evaluation.

Credits 22.5 31.5 21.5             75.5

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 TOTAL
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2011–14

Volunteer 182.5            198             210             590.5
Hours

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 TOTAL
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2011–14

Life Skills

Career Education

Field Trips

Art Workshops

Other

78

55

34

32

8

38%

27%

16%

15%

4%

0%  5%  10%  15%  20%  25%  30%  35%  40%207

certificates

certificates are also awarded for various practical 
education courses that can help youth secure or maintain 
employment while they work to achieve educational 
credits. certificate courses offer practical life-skills 
training, such as financial literacy and health education,  
as well as more job-oriented training, such as food 
handling, first aid, and formal safety training. 

13% of class-taking students (16 of 122) earned one or 
more professional certifications while enrolled at rac.

Workshop Participation

in addition to academic and formal certification programs, 
rac offers youth the ability to participate in programs 
that offer both enrichment opportunities and tools for 
living life outside the classroom. overall, 95% (116 of 122) 
of students participated in one or more workshops.

The Life Skills and career education programs were the 
most well attended of these workshops over the course 
of the evaluation.

volunteer hours

an important component for rac students, as with 
students in regular high schools, is to complete  
a minimum of 40 volunteer hours while enrolled  
in school. och has a good network of partner 
organizations3 that offer a variety of volunteer  
and enrichment programs for rac students.

rac recorded a consistent level of volunteer hours 
among students through the three years of the 
evaluation, with numbers steadily rising 15%  
over the three-year period. 

CPR  5
First Aid  5
Finance Matters  4
Safe Food Handling  3
Smart Serve  2
WHMIS  2
Fall Protection  1
iSisters Computer Training Course  1
Peer Overdose Prevention  1
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accomplishment rates  
among repeat Students
in total, over the course of this three-year evaluation, 
there were 230 students who enrolled in rac. of those 
230 students, 187 students enrolled once, 32 enrolled 
twice, ten enrolled three times, and one enrolled  
five times. 

many youth who drop out of the program the first time 
do so due to housing instability, mental-health issues,  
or substance-abuse issues. Some youth re-enrol once  
they have started to deal with the issues that led them  
to drop out initially. 

of the 32 students who enrolled twice during the course 
of the study, six students (19%) completed their second 
enrolment with either credit accumulation or graduate 
status. four students (12%) were still enrolled in classes 
and moving toward accomplishing their short-term 
educational goals, while six more (19%) were referred  
to more specialized programs.

it is interesting to note that youth who enrol twice seem 
to have a higher success rate in stabilizing their lives and 
achieving their academic goals, including graduating  
from rac and being accepted into college programs.  
There seems to be a higher graduation and stabilization 
rate in this group, as opposed to single enrolment  
or three enrolments and up. (11% of students who  
took some classes in their first enrolment graduated  
with a credit/diploma, compared to 19% of second-
enrolment students).

continued counselling and support from rac and och 
staff have, no doubt, some effect on the students’ abilities 
to eventually return to school, but further study would  
be required to explore why this happens.

Staff Engagement with Students
part of the success of the rac program is keeping  
high-risk youth engaged and interacting with rac  
and other och programs. a high percentage of youth 
who drop out of rac remain in contact with och staff, 
showing a level of trust and engagement on the part  
of both the youth and och. repeat enrolment in rac 
also shows a level of trust and commitment on the part 
of the youth to the programs and staff at och and rac. 
overall, 48% (110 out of 230) of youth who enrol in rac 
remain involved with och, whether or not they complete 
the program.

Student Enrolment and contact Status
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referrals
Some youth require a longer-term educational setting 
or more specialized courses that rac does not offer, 
such as french or physics. additional youth are looking 
to upgrade existing credits to a university level or wish 
to enrol in a correspondence course that will offer them 
even more flexibility. 

during the course of this study, rac staff made 50 
referrals for students. 22% of all participants over  
the course of this evaluation were referred to other  
programs where they were able to continue their  
studies. (This number includes youth who enrolled  
in rac multiple times.)

ParticiPant  
SurvEy rESultS
attitude and Self-confidence 

Youth who enrol in rac face many challenges,  
not the least of which is a lack of self-confidence  
and self-determination. as part of the rac intake  
process, the school caseworkers take students  
through a process to help them establish and  
clarify short- and long-term goals.

Short-term goals 

examples of short-term educational goals set  
by students include the following:

	 • pass the literacy test

	 • finish a credit

	 • develop a steady routine of coming to school

	 • pass the ged

	 • Take a parenting class

When asked why these goals were important  
to them, most youth cited the need to feel a sense  
of accomplishment and purpose, to set a good example 
for their children, to enter into post-secondary school,  
or to move toward a better life. 

“ Doesn’t only want to work entry-level jobs for  
  the rest of his life.”

“ He has a child now, and has quit drinking and  
  doing drugs. He thinks more realistically now  
  and wants to be a good role model for his child  
  and for his friends who still battle with addiction.”

“ Wants family to be proud of him; this is the  
  beginning stage.”

“ To be able to move on from street life.”

The following section represents responses from 104  
of the 122 youth who took at least some classes at rac. 
out of 104 survey respondents, 32 students (31%)  
met their short-term educational goals.

in these cases, students did not achieve credits  
or diplomas, but the program acted as an important 
stepping stone. as well, there were several examples  
of och staff continuing to work with individuals  
to provide help with homework, oSap and college 
applications, as well as counselling and mentoring,  
even after the student is referred to another program. 
Better documentation of these activities in the future 
would contribute to assessing outcomes of the program.  

Referrals    36               41                13                 90

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 TOTAL
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2011–14

    
      31% - YES (32)

    
      69% - NO (72)
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Students Who achieved their Short-term goals 

out of those students who achieved their short-term 
goals, 88% held a strong conviction that they could  
reach their goals. 12% were neutral or declined  
to answer the question.

i am confident that i Will  
reach my Short-term goals 

 Strongly agree (14)

 agree (21)

 neutral (2)

 disagree (0)

 Strongly disagree (0)

 na (3)

aside from graduation from high School,  
What are your long-term Educational goals? 

many youth had specific long-term goals that involved 
finishing high school, attending a post-secondary 
program, and working in a variety of specific fields. 
examples include youth worker, law, computer sciences, 
welding, military service, marketing, veterinary sciences, 
nursing, and engineering. for some youth, it was 
extremely difficult to set long-term goals beyond  
learning how to read and graduating from high school.

“ The student was a participant of the Job Action 
  Centre Program before she came to RAC.  
  The student is very determined and has her  
  goals set out! She is currently working in the 
  re: Purpose studio and attends the ACE5  
  program in the evenings.”

When asked why these goals were important to them, 
most youth cited the desire to hold down a good,  
steady job that both fulfilled them and earned  
more than minimum wage. Those students with  
children focused on wanting to be good role models  
and providers.

did the Students meet or Were they on their 
Way to meeting their long-term goals? 

out of 104 survey respondents, 39 students (38%)  
were on their way to meeting their long-term  
educational goals.

    
      38% - YES (39)

    
      62% - NO (65)

Students Who did not achieve  
their Short-term goals

of those students who did not achieve their short-term 
goals, 69% believed that they would achieve those goals 
in the future. 28% of the youth were neutral, compared 
to only 2% of the youth in the group who did not believe 
that they would even achieve their short-term goals.

i am confident that i Will  
reach my Short-term goals 

 Strongly agree (14)

 agree (58)

 neutral (28)

 disagree (1)

 Strongly disagree (0)

 na (3)

35%

13%

52%

56%

5%

27%

0%

1%

0%

0%

8%

3%

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
5 ACE, which has subsequently changed its name to Enactus, is an entrepreneurship education program run by volunteer students from  
 Carleton University and University of Ottawa.
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Students Who met or Were on their Way  
to achieving their long-term goals 

out of those students who either met, or were on their 
way to meeting their long-term goals, 86% of them held 
a strong conviction that they could reach their goals.  
14% were neutral or declined to answer the question.

“She went from (living in a) shelter to obtaining her  
own housing, completed her compulsory course  
to get accepted into Algonquin College,  
and obtained a part-time job.”

“She feels the Social Service agency provide great 
support, and she wants to help other people out  
one day.”

“This student is working on school and getting 
her life in order, in terms of finding stable housing.  
She is more clear minded and ready to work for  
long-term goals; this is the best I have seen her  
since knowing her.”

i am confident that i Will reach  
my long-term goals 

 Strongly agree (15)

 agree (19)

 neutral (3)

 disagree (0)

 Strongly disagree (0)

 na (3)

Students Who did not meet or Were not on 
their Way to achieving their long-term goals 

Similarly to the youth who did not meet their short-term 
goals, out of those students who were not on their
way to achieving their long-term goals, only 59%  
of them believed that they could reach their goals.  
(of this number, only 7% strongly believed this to be 
the case.) 38% of the youth were neutral, compared  
to only 8% (3) of students who did not believe that  
they would ultimately achieve their long-term goals.

i am confident that i Will reach  
my long-term goals

 Strongly agree (6)

 agree (44)

 neutral (32)

 disagree (1)

 Strongly disagree (0)

 na (1)

38%

7%

48%

52%

7%

38%

0%

1%

0%

0%

7%

1%

improvements to rogers 
achievement centre 
youth and Student responses

Students who responded to the question were 
enthusiastic about rac and the services provided  
by och.

“He wishes it was not a transitional school,  
and wishes that he could finish his diploma in RAC.”

“Provide lunch for students so they do not have  
to leave and come back. Breakfast is not enough.”

The request for better computer hardware and software, 
a quieter space, and more one-on-one tutoring were  
the most common comments regarding improving  
the program. 

	 • more/newer computers

	 • Quieter Space

	 • more one-on-one Time or Tutoring

	 • more food

	 • more Books

	 • other
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“in late 2013, i was in grade 12 and struggling with 
homelessness, mental health, and many other personal 
struggles. dealing with finding a place to sleep, food to 
eat, and deep anxiety and depression, maintaining school 
was one of my last priorities. i went from being an ‘a’ 
student, student-council president and being a popular 
kid to not showing up anymore and nearly dropping out.

“The rogers achievement centre helped me change  
all that. With the help and support rac was able  
to give me, i began being able to focus on my goal  
of graduating again. They were able to give me  
a referral to counselling, help finding housing, help with 
budgeting, and most of all, help with my school work.  

“in June of 2014, i got my ontario Secondary School 
diploma from rac*. i achieved my four-year goal of 
graduating high school. in September of 2014, i started 
attending algonquin college in the Business marketing 
program to further advance my educational goals. i was 
able to push through the barriers that prevented me 
from continuing through high school with the help of the 
rogers achievement centre and all those around me 
who supported and cared about me.” - Shlomo c.

*Shlomo graduated from Lester B. Pearson High 
School, a part of the Ottawa Catholic School Board, 
with the help and under the guidance of OCH RAC 
programs and staff.

caSE Study

12

“They helped me believe  
  in myself, to believe  
  i could succeed,  
  and i did”.

her excellency, Sharon Johnston

Photo Credit: David Pasho - Ideas on the Edge

cindy owens,  
Lester B. pearson  
high School principal
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concluSion

overall, rac students have achieved good results over the past  
three years. of the 122 students who attended classes, 14 have 
graduated from high school, and 54 individual academic credits  
have been achieved to date. 38% of participants met their long-term 
goals during the program and of those who didn’t meet their goals, 
59% have confidence and believe they will meet those goals.

These results are significant, given the circumstances of youth  
in the program. The academic accomplishments of the students 
are the obvious success stories coming out of rac. There are many 
other successful outcomes from the program that are much more 
challenging to measure, such as longer-term life changes, and the 
increase to self-esteem and self-worth that encourages many youth  
to advance or complete their education, whether at rac or beyond. 

Young people who first become involved with och live highly 
unstable, challenging lives. accomplishments such as showing up 
consistently and on time for programs, eating regularly, and finding  
a consistent, safe place to sleep are significant stepping stones to 
long-term stability. despite all of the challenges that street-involved 
youth face, most of those who participated in this study have shown  
a determination and an ability to succeed when they are given the 
right tools and support.

The rac program staff members and teachers have an open-door 
policy that sees success in return rates for students who drop out of 
the program. many students keep in touch with the social-work staff 
at rac and och even after they have graduated or left the program. 
This speaks highly to the support and structure that the program 
provides youth. The program appears to have a huge impact on 
students and shows the youth that someone believes in them and  
will stick with them to help them define and accomplish their goals.
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rEcommEndationS 

1. refine intake Process 

a relatively high percentage of youth who were  
registered for the program either did not return 
after intake (27%) or were referred to other 
programs (19%). The program intake has been under 
development for the past eight years and has been 
continually refined during this time. it might be 
worth making continued adjustments to the process. 
adjustments might include a short transition/
assessment period where students may attend two 
to three sessions before they are fully registered 
and a contracting exercise to establish expectations 
and secure a commitment. These changes hold 
the potential to encourage participant success and 
reduce the administrative burden on the staff. 

2. further develop Short-and  
 long-term goal Setting 

The only way to summit mt. everest is one step 
at a time. The importance of the program’s short- 
and longer-term goal-setting exercises cannot be 
underestimated. The staff at rac understands that 
it is important for students to set goals in such a 
way so they are broken down into achievable steps. 
it is important that och continue to recognize and 
celebrate small victories with each student and help 
participants track their progress.

3. maintain flexibility

one of the keys to the success of the och rogers 
achievement centre appears to be the acceptance 
and flexibility of program staff to be able to respond 
to the individual needs of each youth. moving 
forward, a continued collaborative and flexible 
approach to helping at-risk youth will help to keep 
the school relevant to youth and to developing  
trends in population and education.

4. improve technology and  
 learning Environment 

Several participants indicated that computers  
for the program were dated. over the course  
of this three-year evaluation, technology has  
been upgraded, thanks to targeted grants,  
to include eight tablets and six computers and 
associated software. Tablets, being highly portable, 
might be reconsidered for future technology 
upgrades. a continual assessment of existing 

equipment and a running wish list for future upgrades 
and equipment are necessary to keep the school  
as technologically relevant to students as possible. 
a continued review of additional resource materials, 
noise dampening, and other improvements to the 
class space should also be considered as part  
of this process.

5. additional academic resources  
 and tutoring 

in the first part of this evaluation study, rac students 
identified the need for additional support in math. 
in response to this request, a volunteer math tutor 
was added to the program. a continued review 
of volunteer tutors and mentors would keep the 
program in a responsive and flexible state, and would 
increase the likelihood of greater student success. 

6. alumni Stewardship  

The best way to encourage new students to enrol 
in rac is through referrals from current participants 
and alumni. och has a culture of celebrating 
achievements and achieved milestones for current 
students and has encouraged past students to keep 
in touch. inviting past alumni to participate in select 
events might help build a more connected network  
of past students for both mentoring and outreach,  
as well as fundraising possibilities.

7. benchmarking and best Practices   

Similar alternative education programs are  
offered in other canadian cities and internationally.  
it would be valuable for these programs  
to collaborate on assessment, benchmark  
indicators of success, and collaborate on 
opportunities to share best practices. 

8. manage Expectations   

it would not be helpful to hold rac students to 
any lower standard than would be expected of any 
other 16 to 25 year old. however, continued modest 
credit accumulation and diploma achievement rates 
should be expected. other important measures, such 
as successful referrals to other programs, should 
be taken into consideration by program staff and 
potential and existing donors and supporters when 
measuring the success of the rac program.



if you are a group who runs a similar program, or if you are interested in the work that measuredoutcome.org does,

we’d love to hear from you. please contact us at: (416) 487-9114, or write to us at info@measuredoutcome.org.
www.measuredoutcome.org


